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Project requirement

- 1-floor plan
- 2 elevation
- 1-site plan
- 1-section
- Dimensions descriptions
Dimensions of floor plan

- Size of bedroom=2800X3100mm
- Size of WC=2200X1400mm
- Bed=1800X2100
- Sofa=1200X650
- Table=600X600
- Dinning table=1150X650
Front elevation
Right Side elevation
Dimensions of Elevation

- Size of door=1200X2100.
  And 750X2100

Size of windows=1200X1600,
  600X1600,
  600X1200,
  800X800mm

Slab=200mm
Riser=150mm
Tread=300mm
Section from the plan x-y
Dimensions of section

- Foundation - 900x 900mm
- Plinth level - 600mm
- Dpc - 25 mm
- Sill level - 600
- Sun shade lintel level - 1600 mm
- Sun shade thickness - 100mm
Site plan
Site plan dimensions from the building
2000mm

Outside gate dimensions - 2100mm x 1500mm

Outside wall height - 1200mm
Perspective view
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